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Abstract: 

In this study, the mobile phone traces concern an ephemeral event which represents important 

densities of people. This research aims to study city pulse and human mobility evolution that 

would be arise during specific event (Armada festival), by modelling and simulating human 

mobility of the observed region, depending on CDRs (Call Detail Records) data. The most pivot 

questions of this research are: Why human mobility studied? What are the human life patterns 

in the observed region inside Rouen city during Armada festival? How life patterns and 

individuals' mobility could be extracted for this region from mobile DB (CDRs)? The radius of 

gyration parameter has been applied to elaborate human life patterns with regards to (work, off) 

days for the observed data. 
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1. Introduction

The scientists connect between people and their mobiles physically and conceptually, since mobile 

existence mean physical person existence and mobile spatial behaviour refers to the individual 

behaviour at that spatial domain, so the type of these data has several aspects with a lot of 

indications that are reveal human mobility patterns, these patterns are characterized by different 

time scales and distances, which reflecting the daily circadian rhythm, either long or short 

distance/time scales to understand the global or local spreading of individuals, epidemics ...etc. 

[14, 20, 4]. These types of studies are done via analysing the communications data, which are 

obtained from mobile communication networks, therefore it will be easy for citizens, local 

administrations and services appliances to be ready for any sudden events with high fluently 

responding. This would be happened, when well adaptation available to newly and suddenly 

changes, which could be emerged from city dynamics (people mobility) during grand public 

events. There are many researches are performed according to these concepts and perceptions, to 

analyse urban systems of cities, the material mainly were cellular mobile data, SMS, and new 

mobile applications. The analysis and tracing mobile phone calls makes the geographical 

representation of people mobility inside cities possible. Therefore, there would be a suitable 

depicting on future city characteristics and features,  
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All this could be depicted in real time. As well as, real time processing and analysing for these 

data could be done, since it is real time data, and came from real infrastructure of the city. 

Therefore, this will assist greatly in decision making according to people behaviour inside the city, 

especially when analyse these data in aggregated or disaggregated (individually/collectively), with 

different kinds analysis patterns [11, 9]. However, ABM is developed to be Multi-Agent System 

MAS, which adapts more complicated agents’ interactions, to be simulated effectively as could as 

possible [15, 16, 2]. MAS had been proposed to micro-simulate land-use changes, contributing 

(environment, transport, economic models) to obtain complex urban systems, for instance Ramblas 

(Veldhuisen et al. 2000), UrbanSim (Waddell 2000, 2002, Waddell et al. 2003), ILUTE (Miller et 

al. 2004), PUMA (Ettema et al. 2005), ILUMASS (Moeckel et al. 2003, Wagner and Wegener 

2007). Also, models of road network uses like ABLOoM (Otter et al. 2001), CityDev (Semboloni 

2005), and Kou's artificial urban (Kou et al. 2008) [21]. 
 

There are many types of researches that manipulate human mobility from different views, as in 

research [1], where they proposing novel technique, called Adaptive DAD, to detect dense areas 

that define the concept of density using the infrastructure provided by cell phone network. They 

evaluate and validate this approach with real dataset containing CDRs of fifteen million 

individuals. The adaptive and non-parametric method for identification of dense areas is based on 

using the ubiquitous infrastructure provided by cell phone network [1]. Data mining methodologies 

are contributed in representing human mobility, the scientists in research [14] attempt to represent 

human mobility patterns depending on mobile spatial indication by building human mobility 

models, and then using data mining methodologies for acquiring the desired knowledge, which 

indeed are important to explore the whole image of human mobility inside his environment, and 

the impacts of this relation on urban environment development and the preparedness to facing any 

unusual events according to predetermined understanding and prepared planning, this research 

emphasized on important nature of the mobile data, which is the uncertainty and inaccuracy, due 

to the nature of human life patterns [11], therefore it will be reflected on mobility models and 

extracted traces for human mobility. Gonzalez et al. explore the modelling of human mobility, and 

they conclude from their studies, the following [23, 19, 13]: 

 
1) The human trajectories clarify high degree of spatio-temporal regularity. 

2) The individuals are characterized by, non time-dependent travel distances. 

3) The individuals characterized by high probability of returning to few previously passed 

locations.  

4) The individuals' mobility patterns have almost the same patterns in predictability average 

ratio of 93%, although of the varying in dynamic histories and social features, because of 

human behaviour regularity. 

5) The visited locations are connected by mobility trips, constructing movement oriented 

networks, these networks named mobility motifs, which give view of the daily dynamic 

activities. These motifs could be assumed as general human mobility characteristics, then 

to be used in the travel time analysis for urban activity modelling and simulation. The 

cellular  network data have main benefits in revealing human mobility, because cellular 

device is ubiquitous now, so their data (active/passive) would cover wide range areas, and 

picked up huge population number, which makes it the most suitable media for human 

mobility studies [23, 18]. 

2. Materials and Methods  
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The emerging visions of knowledge enhance the perception of daily urban pulse developments in 

the city, which illuminates additional data for a few spaces for example event administration, urban 

planning, public transportation, and so on. There is clear correlation city functional configuration 

and human mobility patterns. Despite all highlights of the investigation approaches, there is a need 

in semantic understandings, which is the appropriate response of why behavior /pattern configure 

this?  

 
The telecommunication operator gives the gigantic volume of information as CDRs, which contain 

extremely profitable spatio-temporal data at various levels of granularity (e.g. citywide, statewide, 

or across the country). This data is pertinent for the telecommunication operator, as well as be the 

base for a more extensive arrangement of uses with social connotations like people density, 

commuting patterns, transportation routes, ...etc. and so on. The intense way to the smart cities 

improvement are the efficient pursuit of spatio-temporal patterns to investigate the CDRs databases 

and statistical techniques utilization. However, nowadays the obtainable commercial systems of 

telecommunication operators cannot deal with this form of spatio-temporal processing. One 

conceivable approach to analyze such patterns is to implement sequential scanning of the all entire 

database or call records and check them by employing subsequence matching like algorithm 

against the query pattern [23, 24].  

 
Although, it is computationally costly because of the enormous information to be prepared, and 

there is no data about the temporal dimension (e.g.  Between two given hours or between two given 

days) or spatial properties (e.g. in a given neighborhood, intersecting given area, or near given 

spot), which are certified to process the database (e.g. in a given neighborhood, near given spot, 

or converging given zone), which are considered to process the database [23, 24]. 

 
In spite of the fact that, the CDRs have popularity in examination, however it has two constraints, 

where there are no information when there is no communication activities (inactive mobile phone), 

and additionally the aggregated spatial information of each tower region (coarse spatial 

granularity), since the spatial information are not the exact position of active mobile, but rather 

they define the approximate one within tower coverage area [24]. 

 
The Armada DB is the case study data composed of registered records CDRs from an Orange 

company for mobile communications and services, giving the mobile network activities, which 

includes 51,958,652 CDRs (entry records) for 615,712 subscribers. The assumption of each mobile 

represents a human, hence his/her activity, mobility, and then human life patterns, concerning the 

data of the observed region. The researchers make their efforts to analyze the enormous data, and 

represent the acquired knowledge on different styles like statistical sheets, statistical diagrams and 

the more powerful way is the Geographic representation using a GIS science, in order to give more 

realistic and comprehensive image to the analyzed data, which is in fact characterizing the human 

behavior patterns in different daily activities [14, 5, 13, 7]. The classical CDRs contain the mobile 

ID (alias), Cell Id, Cell Positions in coordinates (x, y), towers positions in coordinates (x, y), 

mobile activities type (Call in/out, SMS in/out, Mobile hang over, abnormal Call halt,  normal Call 

end ), date and time of Mobile activity which indeed represents a user activity. However, this data 

represents individuals occurrence in discrete (irrelevant) mode only, means that any mobile 

individuals' activity is recorded at (start/end) time, but there is a lack (lost information), which is 
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supposed to indicate the user's occurrence during inactive case (mobility without any mobile phone 

activity).  There is no data meanwhile the mobile phone is idle, i.e. inactive or doesn't make any 

communication activities neither calls nor SMS activities. As well as, the available spatial data is 

only the towers (X, Y) coordinates, hence it would be considered to estimate individuals' 

transitions from position to another (from tower to tower), hence the positions would be 

determined approximately with regarding to the tower coverage (signal strength).  

 
Also, the fundamental issue, which is utilized to process individual speed wouldn't be precise, but 

instead it is evaluated, since it utilizes the distance between every two progressive change 

positions, that are recorded on CDRs. At that point, the travelled distance would be divided by the 

time difference of each transition, to obtain the speed of individual’s mobility. 

 

The travelled distance is the displacement between two progressive positions in the elapsed time, 

which the time required to move from position to another. Due to the non-deterministic and 

discrete nature of these information, and every individual could be disappeared for a moment from 

the DB records, which makes individual following is unworthy, without significant indications on 

the individuals’ mobility in the city. Along these lines the Therefore the collective behaviour would 

be the effective approach to analyse and mimic them. Armada DB is a huge one, so it is difficult 

to handle the aggregate investigated information, where every day has substantial records ranging 

between 2,715,077-5,661,428 records [25]. 

 

3. Results and Discussions  

 
The mobile communication networks offer wireless communication services, therefore individuals 

can communicate in multi locations all over times, which means the acquired data of this 

ubiquitous sensors would provide dynamic perception on this service users, so individuals 

behaviour will be sensed "exploited" inside urban environment in high scale level, with regard to 

the wide urban area under mobile networks cover. The term "in situ" is the opposite of "remote", 

which is used for the tightly closed sensor or the direct contact sensor with the event/phenomena 

being sensed. Herein, the mobile phone considered as in situ sensor according to its closeness for 

both (mobile user and the sensed event), this combination gives user generated traffic inside mobile 

networks. However, georeferenced social media data could be considered as a proxy for the 

collective human behaviour, which considered social in situ sensor data [10, 23].  

 

3.1. Individual Trajectory Characteristics 

 
The significant importance of revealing human trajectories enforces the tendency to build the 

statistical models. Human trajectories have random statistical patterns, hence tracing human daily 

activities is most challengeable issue, in addition to its importance which is mentioned earlier as 

urban planning, spread epidemics...etc. In spite of data sources variance (billing system, GSM, 

GPS), but the common characteristics are the aggregated jump size (∆r), and waiting time (∆t) 

distributions. Where, (∆r) gives an indication on the covered distances by an individual in (∆t) for 

each two consecutive activities, and the (∆t) is the time spent by an individual between each two 

consecutive activities [4].The individual trajectory/mobility considered as microscopic level of 

mobility abstraction, which is constituted of sequenced coordinates positions along time i.e. the 

agent displacement in spatio-temporal unit [6, 19, 13, 22].  
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Cellular data are very heterogeneous, since the users could be very active have so many calls/SMSs 

or inactive, hence have little usage of the network, so sampling the users would be depending on 

their activities number [12]. The individual's activities sparseness causes incomplete spatial 

information, therefore the mobile individual has some general physical characteristics that are 

useful to compensate the lack of data (when no activity recorded), that could be used to build 

mathematical model of human mobility patterns, in order to verify the behaviour and life patterns 

using the most common mobility characteristics, which are (Centre of mass 𝑐𝑚, Radius of gyration 

𝑅𝑔, Most frequent positions, Principal axes θ (moment of inertia), Rotation of user trajectory, 

Rescale user trajectory according to Standard Deviation ơ𝑥 , ơ𝑦 , Compute the spatial density 

function for each user (agent) [17], and  Sample users (agents) using density function and 𝑟𝑔,  ơ𝑥 =

𝑃𝐷𝐹(𝑟𝑔) [12, 8, 9, 3, 19, 13]. 

 

3.1.1. Center of Mass 

 
It’s the most visited positions by individual 𝑐𝑚 , as in the following equations (1, 2): 

 

𝑥𝑐𝑚

=∑𝑥𝑖 𝑛⁄                                                                                                                                               (1)

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

 

𝑦𝑐𝑚 =∑𝑦𝑖 𝑛⁄                                                                                                                                      (2)

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

 

Where𝑥𝑖 and 𝑦𝑖 are the coordinates of the spatial positions, n is the number of spatial positions, 

that are recorded in the CDRs. 

 

3.1.2. Radius of Gyration 

 
It is the average of all individual's positions, which is the indication to the area visited by the 

individual (the travelled distance during time period).In other words it is the individual's daily 

commute to/from home and work, as could be formulated in equation (3), the probability 

distribution of𝑟𝑔  uncovers the population heterogeneity, where individuals traveled in P(𝑟𝑔) in 

(long/short)distances regularly within𝑟𝑔(t), the distribution P(𝑟𝑔) produces power law investigated 

in the aggregated travelled distance distribution P(𝑟𝑔).  

 

𝑟𝑔
𝑎 = √

1

𝑛𝑐
𝑎(𝑡)

∑(
𝑟𝑖
𝑎
→−

𝑟𝑐𝑚
𝑎
→ )2

𝑛𝑐
𝑎

𝑖=1

                                                                                                                  (3) 

Where 
𝑟𝑖
𝑎
→ refers to i=1...𝑛𝑐

𝑎(𝑡) Positions recorded for individual a, and 
𝑟𝑐𝑚
𝑎
→  = 

1

𝑛𝑐
𝑎(𝑡)
∑

𝑟𝑖
𝑎
→

𝑛𝑐
𝑎

𝑖=1  , which 

refers to center of mass of the individual's trajectory.  
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The performed algorithm to compute Radius of Gyration distribution has complexity of 

O(n^2+4n). However, the resulted power law distribution of radius of gyration formulated in 

equation (4), hence figure (1) elaborates the 𝑟𝑔 distribution for the whole observed period,  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Rg Distribution based on time series with loglog during wholeobserved period 

 
Whereas figure (2) elaborates the 𝑟𝑔distribution during work days period, and figure (3) elaborates 

𝑟𝑔 distribution during off days period. 

 

P(𝑟𝑔) = (𝑟𝑔)
exp(−𝑟𝑔)                                                     (4) 

 

 
Figure 2: Rg Distribution based on time series with loglog during Work days period 

 

Figure 1: Rg Distribution based on time series with loglog during wholeobserved period. 
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Figure 3: Rg Distribution based on time series with loglog during off days period 

 

4. Conclusions 

 
The radius of gyration is the most common quantity, which is associated with human mobility 

trajectories, due to its capability in measuring the how far the mass from centre of mass. The 

concluded results which are investigated show that 𝑟𝑔 gradually increases at the beginning, but it 

settles down versus time. It has key effect on the travel distance distributions. However the 𝑟𝑔is 

considered to be more dedicated feature that capable of characterizing the travel distances (∆r) of 

individuals. The distributions showed that the individuals travel activities are almost identical, 

where the periodic trajectories are invariant. As well as the activities distributions are uncovered 

the regular patterns and behaviours similarities, during the time evolution of𝑟𝑔. The experiments 

analyzed the relationships between the 𝑟𝑔 , ∆r and the 𝑟𝑐𝑚 , the experiments showed that all 

individuals have similar𝑟𝑔, but they are classified generally into two variant classes, which are: 

working days and off (holiday) days. 
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